Momentum Is Building!

More than 300 communities in 42 states across the nation, as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands with 3,800 local organizations and 250+ state and local funders, including 168 United Ways.

For a full listing of Grade-Level Reading Network Communities, visit gradelevelreading.net
GLR FRAMEWORK ON SUPPORTING PARENT SUCCESS

**School Readiness**
- Engage in nurturing and affirming “back and forth” interactions
- Enrich their children’s vocabulary and promote a love for reading

**School Attendance**
- Recognize and address health needs and environmental hazards in the home
- Monitor absences and seek support at the earliest signs of attendance issues

**Summer Learning**
- Engage children in enriching summer activities at home or in the community
- Use technology to facilitate ongoing learning, especially during the summer months

**Track and assess progress toward early developmental milestones**

First teacher and brain builder | Best advocate and coach | High-touch and high-tech manager | Most important role model

gradelevelreading.net  @Readingby3rd